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CHAPTER 7

HAWAIIAN METHODOLOGIES 
OF INDIRECTION
Point-less vs. Pointless

K. Laiana Wong

INTRODUCTION: AGENTS, AGENCY, AND ADVOCACY

The indication of grammatical agents in Hawaiian is just one of many as-
pects of the language that serve to separate it from other languages, par-
ticularly with regard to worldview and the unique identity deriving from 
it. The current state of the Hawaiian language is in fl ux as it undergoes a 
rebuilding process whereby a new generation of speakers is being raised to 
preserve, perpetuate, and revitalize what would otherwise have been con-
sidered a moribund language (Warner, 2001). In facilitating this effort, Ha-
waiian language medium pre-schools called Punana Leo were established 
with the intent to “recreate an environment where Hawaiian language and 
culture were conveyed and developed in much the same way that they were 
in the home in earlier generations” (Wilson & Kamana, 2001, p. 151). Sub-
sequently, Hawaiian language medium schools were established within the 
Hawai‘i State Department of Education to accommodate the matriculation 
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152 • K. LAIANA WONG

of the Punana Leo students beyond the pre-school level. At present, a child 
of this “new generation” can receive instruction in Hawaiian at all levels up 
to graduation. The vast majority of participants, however, are either second 
language learners or being raised or taught by second language learners 
(Wong, 1999). Although it is widely accepted among language profession-
als that language is not a static entity but one that is dynamic and subject 
to constant change,1 the Hawaiian context must be differentiated from 
situations involving more natural language change for the very fact that 
non-native speakers of Hawaiian disproportionately infl uence the direction 
of that change (NeSmith, 2003). Since the default worldview of these new 
speakers is fundamentally English, the consequences of such infl uence in-
clude the emergence of a one to one correspondence between Hawaiian 
and English ways of speaking and the apparent convergence of worldviews 
(Wong, 1999). Frequent unwitting assumptions are made that for each lan-
guage use pattern found in English there is a corresponding refl ection in 
Hawaiian that operates in much the same way and is generated for the same 
reasons as its counterpart. This paper will focus on Hawaiian ways of point-
ing at agents (human agents, in particular), which differ from those that 
guide speakers of English.

I advocate here for the merits of maintaining a distinction between Ha-
waiian and English ways of speaking, particularly in terms of the ways in 
which agents are normally indicated, in order to preserve those characteris-
tics that identify Hawaiian as unique. Such advocacy, although prescriptive 
in nature, is necessary in order to curb the wholesale shift in the charac-
ter of Hawaiian away from its traditions and the resulting disconnect be-
tween the Hawaiian spoken today and its predecessor. The range of such 
characteristics must not be limited to those aspects of language such as 
grammar and lexicon, which are generally treated as autonomous in the 
fi eld of linguistics and tend to be the primary criteria for the assignment 
of language labels such as English and Hawaiian. They must also include 
those ways of speaking that refl ect the epistemology or “worldview” of the 
speech community. These ways of speaking are embodied in the structure 
of the language and are necessary components of a holistic communicative 
competence that marks an individual speaker as a member of the speech 
community (Hymes, 1972). Without mastering those ways of speaking, Eng-
lish speakers learning Hawaiian as a second language will be relegated to 
speaking (and socially performing) English in Hawaiian.2 That is to say, 
mastery of grammar and lexicon alone without the concomitant mastery 
of more subtle ways of speaking, such as Hawaiian norms for pointing at 
agents, signifi cantly limits the ability of the speaker to function appropri-
ately in the target language3 and ultimately contributes to an overall shift in 
the defi ning linguistic and related social characteristic of the language. In 
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this case, the shift moves away from Hawaiian and toward English and tests 
the link between language and identity.

Language is commonly recognized as a marker of identity, but what is 
the point of putting in the effort to learn Hawaiian if it merely results in the 
ability to speak English in Hawaiian? Simply attending to the acquisition 
of grammatical patterns and lexical items does little to alter the learner’s 
ways of thinking and speaking. Such a person will continue to be identifi ed 
as an outsider to the native speaking Hawaiian community. Moreover, the 
legitimacy of the Hawaiian that that person speaks is likely to be called into 
question. Grammar and lexicon can merely provide a thin veil to cover the 
deep-seated worldview that identifi es a speaker’s fi rst language. They can 
be likened to cheap paint that fails to cover the old paint as it continues to 
bleed through. A certain amount of prescription must be accepted as inher-
ent to the process of acquiring a target language. It is pointless to throw a 
spear without aiming and subsequently declare the point it comes to rest 
as the intended target. A target is, by defi nition, predetermined and there-
fore prescribed. Identity and authenticity, however, are not the only issues 
of concern. There are other, more socially related consequences of failing 
to attend to aspects of communicative competence. These will be discussed 
later in the chapter as part of this advocacy.

Finally, language research should never be conducted in a vacuum. It 
must always be connected to the reasons for using the language in the fi rst 
place. Those reasons reside with the people who use the language to serve 
their communicative purposes. Research on indigenous languages must in-
variably attend to the fact that there will be ramifi cations for or a general 
social impact on the indigenous community. Thus, the researcher must be 
able to assess that impact to ensure that the research ultimately benefi ts the 
community and does not merely seek to extract knowledge from it (Smith, 
1999). It is also critical that the researcher, as the agent of that research, be 
an advocate for the well being of the community. This paper deals with both 
content and process. As such, a signifi cant part of the discussion will be 
devoted to examining those aspects of my methodology relating to my role 
as researcher, the kuleana (i.e., “right,” “responsibility,” “authority”)4 asso-
ciated with that role, and the requisite decisions dictated by that kuleana.

POINTING WITH WORDS

It has been my contention (Wong, 2006) that, in Hawaiian, indirection is 
the norm when it comes to pointing at grammatical agents, especially those 
that denote humans. Although linguists view grammatical subjects as being 
able to perform several distinct roles such as agent, actor, experiencer, in-
strument, and patient/undergoer (Duranti, 1994; Keenan, 1984),5 for the 
purposes of this study, I will consider a very broad defi nition of “agent” that 
includes all of these and more. That is, an agent can be the subject of either 
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transitive or intransitive verbs, an entity overtly marked as an agent in pas-
sive constructions, or an entity that can be deemed responsible for causing 
the occurrence of some state of affairs that results from implied action. 
Neither intentionality, free will, or resistance is a necessary component of 
agency as suggested by some linguists,6 but they can be attributed to entities 
overtly indicated as responsible for actions or outcomes. I will also consider 
as an agent any such entity even if it is not overtly marked as such, but oth-
erwise recoverable from context.

It is important to recognize that different languages have different 
norms with regard to the ways in which agents are indicated and that these 
often operate below the level of awareness. That is, norms of language use 
are generally part of the background of a language and are not realized at 
the conscious level unless they are violated and brought to the foreground. 
Benjamin Lee Whorf (1956) noted that:

If a rule has absolutely no exceptions, it is not recognized as a rule or as any-
thing else; it is then part of the background of experience of which we tend 
to remain unconscious. Never having experienced anything in contrast to it, 
we cannot isolate it and formulate it as a rule until we so enlarge our experi-
ence and expand our base of reference that we encounter an interruption of 
its regularity. (p. 209)7

Thus, the indirectness of pointing at agents in Hawaiian is not noticeable 
to the native speaker of Hawaiian. It is only when such indication is made 
too directly that it becomes noticeable. This phenomenon can also be real-
ized at the conscious level when contrasted with English ways of pointing 
that are relatively more direct. Thus, a native speaker of English who is 
learning Hawaiian as a second language is likely to indicate an agent based 
on the norms of English, which operate as the default mode of that speak-
er, resulting in what I will call “overpointing.” In much the same way that 
pointing a fi nger at someone can cause discomfort, the same result can be 
accomplished by pointing with words. Not having been raised in Hawaiian 
nor having acquired a suffi cient level of communicative competence in the 
language, most second language learners are likely to overpoint with words 
while remaining oblivious to the power of such words and the effect they 
have on the indicated individual. This phenomenon can be exemplifi ed 
by the common underestimation by L2 learners of the power of profanity 
in the target language. Being unaware of the power of words in another 
language, the second language learner is liable to produce such words un-
checked. The social forces or consequences that would ordinarily curb the 
production of words of equivalent power in one’s native language would 
simply not apply.
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OVERPOINTING: FALSE ACCUSATION

There are numerous ways in which overpointing can occur, only a few of 
which will be discussed here. The fi rst of these, which I will label “false accu-
sation,” deals with the grammatical indication of an agent who is not really 
responsible for any alleged or inferred action or outcome. For example, 
the question “How did you break your leg?” is quite acceptable in English. 
The use of the pronoun “you” in the subject position to indicate the agent 
responsible for committing the act of breaking the leg does not draw any 
attention to the idiomatic nature of this statement precisely because it has 
been regularized as normal language use in English. Intentionality is a non-
issue in the indication of the agent and the resulting attribution of respon-
sibility. It would therefore appear that, in the English way of viewing this 
situation, a person is responsible for his or her own leg and, by extension, 
whatever should happen to it.8 If, in fact, intentionality is not applicable 
here, then the grammatical culpability suggested by the English construc-
tion is incorrectly assigned to an innocent party. On the other hand, in 
a Hawaiian way of viewing the same situation, the broken leg would be 
considered a simple matter of happenstance and require no attribution 
of agency, unless there were some compelling reason to do so.9 A normal 
Hawaiian construction would employ the stative verb “haki” (broken) that 
signifi es a state of being and not an action.10

Ua haki kou wawae?
Is your leg broken?

The norm in Hawaiian calls for a focus on the result or outcome, implicit in 
the stative verb (haki), of some unidentifi ed action, whereas English tends 
to highlight the subject/agent of an overt action (to break). In other words, 
Hawaiian views the scene as a condition that results from action while Eng-
lish views it more as an event that is constitutive of action. Because there is 
no ostensible importance, in the Hawaiian view, attached to the action lead-
ing up to the eventual state of being, there is also no reason to point at an 
agent responsible for such an action. The Hawaiian worldview recognizes 
that there is no agent responsible for breaking the leg and, therefore, pro-
vides constructions, such as the use of stative verbs, that allow a speaker to 
abstain from overpointing and falsely accusing an innocent party.

The idiomaticity of a question such as “How did you break your leg?” 
is not recognizable to the English speaker. It is only when compared to 
normal Hawaiian ways of speaking that it comes into question. Of course, 
the recognition of what is normal in Hawaiian requires the development 
of a certain degree of communicative competence in Hawaiian. As Whorf 
(1956) contends, it is necessary to expand our experience in order to rec-
ognize the subtle regularities that occur in a second language. Ways of 
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156 • K. LAIANA WONG

pointing in Hawaiian contrast with those of English in subtle ways and are 
not generally part of the second language pedagogy. This is indeed a short-
coming, because failure to recognize these distinctions can result in the use 
of calques11 or the incorrect use of Hawaiian lexicon and grammatical pat-
terns to accommodate the expression of English idioms in Hawaiian. More-
over, failure to apply Hawaiian ways of pointing can result in an affront to 
the indicated party and precipitate interpersonal disharmony.

In a speech community comprised primarily of second language learn-
ers, lack of competence in this area is not likely to be noticed as unusual 
unless the interactants include native speakers. It is only then that the con-
trast in ways of speaking becomes salient. When interacting in the absence 
of native speakers, the fact that second language learners share a common 
default system (English) that guides their way of indicating agents obscures 
the idiomaticity of overpointing. This is an extremely subtle type of idiom 
to begin with. It is infi nitely easier to recognize the awkwardness of literal 
translations of expressions more obviously idiomatic such as “The shit hit 
the fan” or “It’s raining cats and dogs.” Nevertheless, even the translation 
of expressions less than obviously idiomatic in English should, as part of 
the effort to revitalize Hawaiian, be avoided to prevent them from unduly 
infl uencing the character of the language. A pedagogy of conscientization 
should be developed in order to reveal the foreign origins of such direct 
ways of pointing. At the very least, it will assist the language learner to home 
in more accurately on the target language. Maintaining indirect ways of 
pointing that represent the norm in Hawaiian, as diffi cult as it might be 
for the English speaking second language learner, is well worth it because, 
in doing so, the unique characteristics that identify the Hawaiian speaking 
community are ultimately retained and the tendency to “speak English in 
Hawaiian” is signifi cantly reduced.

OVERPOINTING: 
FABRICATION

Another type of overpointing, which I am calling “fabrication,” deals with 
the fabrication of some nebulous entity that serves as agent and shoulders 
the responsibility for an action or outcome. In the English example “It’s 
raining,” there is no fi xed referent for the ambient “it” that occupies the 
subject position and acts as the grammatical agent of the intransitive verb 
“raining.”12 It would seem that, in the absence of an actual agent, English 
manages to fabricate one to occupy an important position and play an im-
portant role. Much like the example of the broken leg, this example is 
subtly idiomatic and not recognizable as such unless contrasted with the 
Hawaiian way of expressing the same idea. See the example below:
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Predicate  Subject
Ke   ua   nei  Ø
(It) is raining

The fi rst thing to notice here is that there is no subject in this particular 
Hawaiian sentence. This would seem odd to a speaker of English who is 
most likely to have been taught, as all of us have been, that a complete 
sentence in English must include a subject and a predicate. This grammati-
cal tenet is injected into the shared repertoire of English speakers both by 
way of direct instruction and by the fact that it is pervasive of the ambient 
speech found in English speaking communities. It has been regularized as 
the norm vis-à-vis English ways of speaking and, as such, represents the de-
fault mode of the native speaker of English. That being said, it is easy to see 
why an English-speaking learner of Hawaiian might be prone to producing 
the following sentence:

Predicate  Subject
Ke  ua  nei  ‘o  ia
It is raining

Such a construction, although grammatically possible in Hawaiian, does 
not represent the normal way of expressing this idea. A second language 
learner who, either guided or compelled by an English default system, pro-
duces this type of construction would be exposed as lacking in commu-
nicative competence. Given that the subject position is obligatory in the 
canonical constituent order of English, it is not surprising for a subject/
agent to be fabricated in order to occupy that position, even though there 
is no referent in the real world that can be assigned literal responsibility for 
executing the act of raining. In terms of social impact, the indication of this 
particular type of fabricated agent, although it violates Hawaiian ways of 
pointing at agents and could infl uence a shift in the way this is handled in 
the community, does not necessarily contribute to social disharmony. That 
is, there is no affront created here because there is no human agent to take 
offense. In other types of overpointing, however, the possibility of causing 
an affront defi nitely exists.

COGNITIVELY SALIENT ENTITIES

Another example of overpointing involves the indication of what Cook 
(1993) calls the “cognitively salient entit[y]” instead of the “active zone” 
(pp. 1–2). In his example “David blinked,” “David” is considered to be 
the cognitively salient entity while his eye would be the active zone. Cook 
reports that Samoan is an active zone language and that David’s eye, as 
the active zone, would be the more appropriate agent. This is also true of 
Hawaiian. In my dissertation (Wong, 2006) I provide numerous examples, 
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gleaned from old Hawaiian language newspapers, that illustrate this way 
of pointing in Hawaiian. In Hawaiian, the indication of the active zone is 
a common occurrence, and it represents the norm with regard to ways of 
speaking. Although it is possible to say, “David blinked,” in Hawaiian, it is 
more likely to be stated as follows:

Ua ‘imo ka maka o Kawika
David’s eye blinked

The broad variety of examples I collected in which the active zone was in-
dicated as the grammatical agent instead of the cognitively salient entity 
supported my claim that the indication of agents in Hawaiian is must less 
direct than in English. As stated earlier, it would seem that the cognitively 
salient entity (David) is the more likely agent in the English worldview be-
cause David is ultimately responsible for the actions of his eye. That is, the 
actions of his eye are presumed to come under his control, even if it were 
to do something ostensibly involuntary such as to fl inch. It would not be 
odd for an English speaker to say that it was David who fl inched. It is, of 
course, possible to say, “David’s eye blinked/fl inched,” in English, but that 
is not representative of the norm. One would expect to fi nd this type of 
construction in more literary or poetic genres rather than everyday speech. 
For Hawaiian, on the other hand, it is not uncommon for the eye to see, 
the ear to listen, the hand to work, etc. This is refl ected in the frequently 
quoted “(`Olelo) no‘eau” (proverbial expressions) below:

Nana ka maka; ho‘olohe ka pepeiao; pa‘a ka waha.
Observe with the eyes; listen with the ears; shut the mouth. Thus one learns. 
(Pukui, 1983, p. 248)
Pa‘a ka waha, hana ka lima.
Shut the mouth; keep the hands busy.
Never mind the talking; start working. (ibid, p. 281)

Indication of the active zone instead of the cognitively salient entity allows 
the speaker of Hawaiian to avoid pointing too directly at human agents and 
the possible affront that such overpointing might cause.

In his discussion on the environments in which fully marked agents 
might be found in Samoan, Duranti (1994) puts forth the idea of a gram-
mar of praising and blame in which he recognizes these as “important so-
cial acts through which speakers can in fact affect the way the world is” (p. 
145). Such effect is particularly salient with regard to social relationships. 
Speech events involving the indication of a particular individual as the fo-
cus of blame or praise obviously affect the dynamics of social relationships 
and the overall harmony of the speech community. It is clear to see how 
blaming can negatively impact the relationship between accuser and ac-
cused while also impacting their relationships with other participants in 
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the speech event. It is less clear, however, to see how praising might be 
construed as negative in any way. I have suggested (Wong, 2006) that the 
overt indication of an individual, even for the purposes of praise, can often 
engender feelings of discomfort because it elevates that individual above 
his or her peers and, in doing so, isolates that individual from the rest of 
the group. The maintenance of group harmony, then, is facilitated by the 
avoidance of direct indication of human agents. By indicating the body 
part (active zone) instead of the individual to whom it belongs (cognitively 
salient entity) as the agent responsible for a particular act, a speaker can 
mitigate the negative effects of either blame or praise and preserve social 
harmony. The Hawaiian language is equipped with a number of features 
that allow for the indirect indication of agents and the avoidance of over-
pointing. The appropriate use of such features refl ects the ways of speaking 
that constitute the shared communicative competence of the speech com-
munity, marking it as distinct from other communities. I advocate for the 
use of such features as a way to avoid the wanton use of calques, capricious 
overpointing, and the general tendency to speak English in Hawaiian that 
pervades the language use patterns of second language learners of Hawai-
ian. I also advocate for their use as an effective strategy for facilitating the 
maintenance of social harmony.

SPEAKING HAWAIIAN IN HAWAIIAN

The goal that I advocate calls for speaking Hawaiian in Hawaiian. Some of 
the features Hawaiian offers for facilitating indirect indication of agents 
are found in the canonical constituent order Verb – Subject – Object, the 
pervasive use of the passive voice, the choice of stative or intransitive verbs 
in place of transitive verbs, the choice of non-verbal constructions instead 
of those that utilize verbs, the use of dual and plural pronouns to spread 
responsibility to other agents, and the indication of the “active zone” as 
the true agent responsible for an action, to mention a few. Each of these 
features allows for the mitigation of agency and was employed copiously in 
Hawaiian at a time when the language was still viable and, in fact, the lingua 
franca of the Hawaiian Islands.

In order to maintain the Hawaiian-ness of the Hawaiian language within 
the current revitalization context, it is necessary to prevent the convergence 
of Hawaiian and English worldviews. Avoiding the use of L1 strategies to 
point at agents in L2 contexts represents only half the battle. Hawaiian is 
not a language that is point-less (i.e., devoid of strategies for pointing at 
agents). As such, it is also important for the second language learner to 
recognize Hawaiian ways of pointing that are not part of his or her English 
default system and incorporate them into a new repertoire. As diffi cult as 
it is to break away from L1 habits, many of which operate below the level 
of awareness, it is just as diffi cult to acquire new norms in terms of ways of 
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speaking. The most diffi cult aspect here is imagining new ways of speaking 
that do not exist in the default repertoire. The default repertoire, although 
it does not limit the ideas we are able to conceive, does have a profound 
infl uence on them. An English speaker might never imagine the existence 
of certain Hawaiian ways of pointing unless prompted by exposure to them. 
Even upon recognizing such ways of speaking as important aspects of Ha-
waiian worldview, it is not easy to incorporate them into one’s repertoire 
without a full understanding of the appropriate environment for their use. 
With regard to understanding unfamiliar ways of speaking, or any other as-
pect of linguistic performance, Duranti (1994) recognized the importance 
of asking the question “Why this form now?” (pp. 171–2). The examples 
presented below represent ways of pointing that are not part of my English 
repertoire. Duranti’s question has been instrumental in leading me to my 
conclusions about Hawaiian ways of pointing and the nature of their use.

HAWAIIAN WAYS OF POINTING

In the story of Kawelo, a chief from the island of Kaua‘i, Kawelo’s wife 
(Kanewahineikiaoha), travels across the island of O‘ahu to the home of her 
parents in order to ask her father if he would be willing to train Kawelo in 
the art of ka‘a la‘au (a style of fi ghting that utilizes a war club). She has not 
been home for some time and her father, somewhat surprised to see her 
there and curious to know why she has arrived, addresses her as follows:

Aia a pau kau paina ana, alaila, ninau aku au i ka makemake o nei huakai 
au, e ka maua lei aloha, i hoea mai nei ia nei, o ka au ana mai nei a kou mau 
wawae i keia loa (Hooulumahiehie, 2009, May 14).
As soon as your eating is fi nished, then I will ask about the purpose of this 
journey, oh beloved child of ours, whereby you have arrived here, your feet 
having walked for such a great distance.

Before broaching his question, it is clearly important for the father to make 
sure that his daughter has been properly fed. The translation provided has 
been intentionally left in an unpolished state in order to illustrate that, in-
stead of assigning agency to his daughter for terminating the eating process 
(e.g., As soon as you have fi nished eating…), he uses the stative verb “pau” 
(to be fi nished) which allows his statement to focus on the eating as the 
subject and to avoid setting up Kanewahineikiaoha as the agent. It is quite 
possible in Hawaiian to choose a transitive verb such as ho‘opau (to fi nish 
something) in order to place Kanewahineikiaoha in the subject position, 
marking her as the agent responsible for fi nishing the eating:

Aia a ho‘opau ‘oe i ka pa‘ina ‘ana, e ninau au ia ‘oe i kou kumu i hele mai ai 
i keia loa a ho‘ea mai ma ‘ane‘i.
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As soon as you fi nish eating, I will ask you why you have traveled so far to get 
here.

So why, then, would the author chose to have Kanewahineikiaoha’s father 
use the stative verb in this context? There are perhaps numerous reasons 
for doing so but I have focused on the fact that this is a common construc-
tion that represents the norm in Hawaiian. This type of encounter (i.e., 
that involves an inquiry into the purpose of someone’s arrival) is commonly 
found in the old stories and is especially conducive to indirect pointing. 
Before even getting to the question, however, a minimum of hospitality 
would require that a visitor be fed. It would seem that the tendency toward 
indirectness in this type of event is reinforced by the fact that Kanewahin-
eikiaoha must be properly received. The use of the stative verb shields her 
from the responsibility of expediting the eating process in order to move 
on to more pressing business. Instead, the eating, as an integral aspect of 
the welcoming process, becomes the subject of “pau” and the time frame 
within which it should be conducted is removed from her control.

After recognizing his responsibility to his guest, Kanewahineikiaoha’s 
father foreshadows his question by announcing its contents. He again 
chooses an indirect path in his inquiry by further shielding his daughter 
from responsibility for her actions and for any intention related to their 
execution. He does this by pointing at the journey (huakai) as the subject 
of “makemake” (generally translated as “desire” or “want”) thus passing 
the buck, so to speak, by attributing whatever intention there might be for 
making this journey to the journey itself. Even the execution of the journey, 
which required her to walk for some distance, is not placed directly under 
her control. That is, instead of pointing directly at her as the agent of “au” 
(to walk), her feet, as the active zone, are assigned that responsibility. In 
applying Duranti’s question to this situation, it would not seem that the 
indirectness is motivated by some effort to avoid causing discomfort for 
Kanewahineikiaoha. It would seem, instead, that in the Hawaiian world-
view, indirectness is the norm. With regard to her feet doing the walking, in-
dication of the active zone refl ects a worldview in which such entities as feet 
can shoulder the responsibility of agency and, in some cases, may even be 
considered to have their own mana‘o (intention). The relative frequency, 
however, with which the overall indirect indication of agents occurs when 
compared to English, leads me to conclude that indirectness is the norm 
in Hawaiian.

I will offer one more example that illustrates this overall tendency to mit-
igate agency in Hawaiian. Many years ago, in a conversation with Josephine 
Kaleilehua Lindsay, one of a dwindling number of native speaking kupu-
na “elders,” she began to recount a story she had heard during her youth 
about a kupua (shape shifter) who lived amongst the people of Waipi‘o 
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Valley, Hawai‘i, and who could take the form of a shark. According to the 
story, the people were vanishing one by one as they failed to return from 
their activities in the ocean. The existence of this shark-man was suspected 
to be the source of the problem and it had to be someone who lived in the 
valley. As she related the story to me, I found myself increasingly curious 
as to the nature of this kupua, and was unable to suppress my desire to ask 
a question of her. Knowing full well that asking a question would be inap-
propriate and would certainly interrupt the telling of her story, my curiosity 
got the better of me and I asked her anyway. I wanted to know whether this 
kupua was inclined to strike on land as well as in the water. Her response 
was interesting in a number of ways, the most salient of which is the fact 
that, left to my own devices, I would never have come up with a similar re-
sponse. What she said was:

‘A‘ole, no ka mea, he ahuwale ko ka ‘aina.
No, because the land has clear visibility.

Although I was immediately able to understand what she meant, I would 
never have thought to put it that way myself. So why then did she choose 
to express her idea in that way? I realized then that her worldview differed 
signifi cantly from my own in that her focus was not placed on the agency of 
the kupua but was placed instead on this particular quality that is possessed 
by land. I would have been inclined to say that the kupua would be seen 
and would not have been able to get away with it. This type of response, 
however, implies agency at a number of levels. The act of attacking inno-
cent beach goers, the act of witnessing the deed, and the act of getting away 
all suggest agency in this situation. Thus my habitual compulsion to assign 
agency to action refl ects a different worldview from that of Mrs. Lindsay 
who, at least ostensibly, has no such compulsion. Any agency denoted by 
her response lay imbedded in the context of the story and would have to 
be recovered from the available contextual information because there is no 
overt indication of agency. I realized that the acquisition of communicative 
competence in Hawaiian, as exhibited by Mrs. Lindsay, would require an 
adjustment in worldview. Attending to the norms of pointing at agents in 
Hawaiian would serve to facilitate the acquisition of communicative com-
petence and to adjust my own worldview so that I might have a similar focus 
on the attributes of the land and not on the agency implied in the context. 
There would then be a much greater possibility that I might produce a simi-
lar response to that of Mrs. Lindsay when asked a similar question.

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

A critical aspect of indigenous research methodology is that it must align 
with the values and purposes of the indigenous community in which the 
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research is conducted. The researcher, whether intentionally or not, acts 
as an agent of change. As such, he or she is ultimately accountable to the 
community and responsible for conducting research that ultimately en-
hances the community’s well being (Smith, 1999). It is necessary for the 
researcher to position him- or herself in the research in order to ensure 
that accountability. In Hawaiian research, this is an issue of kuleana (right, 
responsibility, authority). Who has the kuleana to do research in Hawaiian 
communities? How is one’s position as insider or outsider (in relation to 
the community) relevant to the issue of kuleana? Who should advocate to/
for whom? What kind of impact will the research have on the community? 
Is there an indigenous way to engage in the production of knowledge?

In presenting my research on the indication of agents in Hawaiian, I de-
cided to write my dissertation in Hawaiian. This was not a diffi cult decision 
to make given the fact that I was advocating for a concerted effort among 
second language learners of Hawaiian to aspire to speak Hawaiian in Ha-
waiian as we endeavor to revitalize the language and expand its domains of 
use. It would have been ironically hypocritical at worst or inherently coun-
terintuitive at the least if I had chosen to advocate for the expansion of 
domains of Hawaiian through the medium of English. However, no other 
dissertation had yet been written in Hawaiian, even though it is clearly per-
mitted under the policies and procedures of the institution, as listed in the 
University of Hawai‘i style guide (Wong, 2004).13 Transcending issues of 
hypocrisy, it would have been regrettable if I had chosen to bypass the op-
portunity to introduce Hawaiian to this new domain. The decision to write 
in Hawaiian, however, raises the question of kuleana in a number of differ-
ent ways. As a Hawaiian who is a non-native speaker of Hawaiian, my status 
as insider or outsider for the Hawaiian speech community is somewhat un-
clear. One could easily make the case that my path in seeking competence 
in Hawaiian was markedly different from that of the native speaker and, as 
such, I should be considered an outsider. This would immediately bring 
into question my kuleana to engage in this research. Was it appropriate for 
an outsider to produce the fi rst dissertation in Hawaiian? Was my Hawai-
ian up to the task? In advocating for Hawaiian language use that privileges 
Hawaiian worldview particularly in terms of ways of assigning agency, would 
I be prone to essentializing the Hawaiian-ness of Hawaiian language? What 
would be the social impact of this research? These and other questions 
constantly attended my work. Perhaps one of the most haunting questions, 
though, and one that was inextricably linked to the others, was whether 
this would be a Hawaiian dissertation or an English dissertation written in 
Hawaiian.

Again, while advocating for a revitalization effort that recognizes the 
merits of speaking Hawaiian in Hawaiian, it would be incumbent on me 
to write a Hawaiian dissertation in Hawaiian. But what does this mean? 
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There is no precedent, no model to pattern after. Furthermore, it would 
be pi‘ikoi14 to deviate too drastically from the norms and expectations that 
mark the genre. In other words, it was necessary to present my research 
in a format that would be recognizable as a dissertation while, at the same 
time, attempting to do so in a Hawaiian way. Making room for Hawaiian 
language and Hawaiian ways of speaking in a well established (and some-
what conservative) Western writing form would certainly require striking 
a delicate balance between advocacy for change and respect for existing 
conventions. In recognizing my role as agent of change, it was critical that 
I make decisions that would be acceptable to both the Native Hawaiian and 
Western scholarly communities. After all, I still wanted it to be considered 
a legitimate dissertation and did not want to be accused of hiding behind 
the Hawaiian (i.e., using the differences between Hawaiian and English to 
escape the rigor normally associated with an English dissertation). In or-
der to accomplish this, I decided to maintain the canonical structure of an 
English dissertation while incorporating aspects of Hawaiian language and 
worldview that could be easily recognizable as such.

A HAWAIIAN DISSERTATION?

My strategy involved incorporating in my writing some ways of speaking 
normally associated with Hawaiian but not necessarily common to academ-
ic writing in English. The most prominent of these, of course, was the use 
of Hawaiian norms of pointing that would refl ect the claims I was making in 
the main thesis of the dissertation. This strategy yielded a highly mitigated 
use of agency when compared with English. Pervasive use of the passive 
voice, which would normally be fl agged as insuffi ciently defi nitive in Eng-
lish, aligned well with the Hawaiian texts from which my data were drawn. 
This was also the case for the use of stative and intransitive verbs that allow 
for a shift in focus away from human agents. Indication of the active zone 
instead of the cognitively salient entity, indication of dual and plural pro-
nouns, indication of other non-human entities, and the overall avoidance 
of overpointing all facilitated the mitigation of human agency thereby add-
ing a Hawaiian fl avor to the text. This strategy, combined with a copious use 
of hedging words such as “paha” (perhaps or maybe) and phrases such as 
“me he mea la” (it would seem that), allowed for softer claims to be made 
leaving room for the possibility that mine might not be the last word on the 
topic. From an English perspective hedging aligns with postmodern epis-
temology that recognizes the situated, ever evolving, and shifting nature of 
reality. But, from the Hawaiian perspective, claims are made with an appro-
priate degree of indirectness that avoids confrontation with opposing views.

Another feature along the same lines was the incorporation of “‘olelo 
no‘eau” (proverbial expressions) that lend a cryptic sense to some of the ar-
guments and explanations. ‘Olelo no‘eau are ubiquitous in Hawaiian texts. 
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They serve to make points in an indirect fashion because they are much 
more fi gurative than literal. They are, however, widely accepted in that 
they refl ect the intertextuality and intersubjectivity inherent in the schema 
shared by the members of a speech community. That is to say, they are 
part of the discourse of a community that can be accepted as given. “Taken 
together, the sayings offer a basis for an understanding of the essence and 
origins of traditional Hawaiian values” (Pukui, 1983, p. VII). These ‘olelo 
no‘eau are formulaic expression that might be considered cliché in English 
and inappropriate for scholarly writing. In Hawaiian, however, they play an 
important role in maintaining Hawaiian values that guide the ways in which 
we interact with our environment and our fellow/sister human beings. The 
use of ‘olelo no‘eau facilitates an overall sense of indirectness that repre-
sents the norm in Hawaiian. The cryptic nature of that indirectness, howev-
er, challenges the sensibilities of many English academics who tend to place 
a high value on clarity. According to Grice (1975), the maximization of 
clarity in communicative interaction is a universal human tendency. From 
a Western positivistic perspective that aspires to achieve objectivity, lack of 
clarity is viewed as problematic. From a Hawaiian perspective, though, lack 
of clarity is a resource that, when skillfully employed by competent Hawai-
ian speakers, allows for mitigation of behavior that would otherwise be con-
sidered maha‘oi or “presumptuous.”15

A couple other stylistic points are worth mentioning here although they 
are not intimately related to the issue of pointing at agents. One is the use 
of the second person perspective that is common in old Hawaiian writings, 
particularly in the genre of epic stories that served as the primary source of 
my data. Addressing the reader directly might be viewed as a rapport-build-
ing device that invites the reader to become more intimately involved with 
the story. In taking on the kuleana of creating a precedent for dissertation 
writing in Hawaiian, I chose to exploit this as well as some of the other fea-
tures mentioned above in order to privilege Hawaiian ways of writing while 
maintaining the more canonical aspects associated with writing an English 
dissertation. In keeping with the narrative style of my Hawaiian sources, I 
employed a number of anecdotes to explicate my ideas and retold parts of 
the original epic stories in order to provide a contextual foundation for 
analyzing the data. This allowed me to employ a number of literary devices 
and language use patterns common to Hawaiian narratives, further contrib-
uting to the Hawaiian fl avor of the dissertation.

One fi nal decision worthy of mention that concerns the write up of my 
research has to do with the use of newly coined terms. In order to optimize 
my abilities in Hawaiian and avoid the natural tendency to think in English, 
I endeavored to write my thoughts directly in Hawaiian without translat-
ing from English. The obvious problem here is that, as a native speaker of 
English, I am more inclined to think fi rst in English. Moreover, my studies 
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in the area of anthropological linguistics and Hymes’ (1974) ethnography 
of speaking instilled certain habitual ways of understanding and expressing 
the main concepts of these fi elds. As a result, I often found myself in need 
of terminology commonly used to articulate those concepts. Such termi-
nology did not exist in a more traditional version of Hawaiian. Therefore, 
in order to avoid creating a one to one correspondence between English 
jargon and the Hawaiian I was using, I made a conscious effort to circum-
locute rather than transliterate or fabricate corresponding terms in Hawai-
ian.

METHODOLOGIES OF INQUIRY

What defi nes a Hawaiian way of doing research? There is no widely accepted 
template available to Hawaiian researchers, and it would be unreasonable 
to assume the existence of such a template as it would only serve to confi ne 
the limits of inquiry. It would be even more unreasonable to expect that tra-
ditional ways of knowledge production in Hawaiian would mirror those of 
English. It was for this reason that I found myself drifting away from those 
methods of inquiry that marked my experience with Western positivistic re-
search traditions. Instead of formulating a research question based on some 
preexisting hypothesis and examining all the available relevant information 
that might either support or reject that hypothesis, I was inclined to engage 
in what I half jokingly refer to as the serendipity approach to the conduct of 
research; because the discovery of new knowledge via this approach would 
at fi rst glance appear to involve a bit of luck. Of course, the serendipity 
approach is not merely dependent on luck. It requires, instead, that the 
researcher engage with the phenomenological world and recognize, in that 
experience, answers to questions previously unformulated in any formal 
way. Implicit in the empirical approach is the existence of a correct answer, 
either yes or no, to some preformed question. In comparing the two meth-
odologies, it is clear to see the dramatic difference in the level of agency of 
the researcher. The search for a particular answer places the responsibility 
on the researcher to engage in actions that will lead to that answer whereas 
the recognition of answers among the body of one’s experience, with or 
without being guided there by previously formulated questions, represents 
a more passive endeavor thereby removing the responsibility from the re-
searcher for engaging in active efforts to make a “discovery.” Furthermore, 
the absence of such responsibility removes the possibility of failure in this 
endeavor. In the serendipity approach, the agency must be assigned to the 
knowledge itself. It is the knowledge that is responsible for revealing itself 
to the researcher. This is not luck nor is it a less rigorous approach. The 
researcher must work to be in a position to receive the knowledge at the 
point of revelation.
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The serendipity approach is, by comparison, less direct than the positiv-
istic empirical approach in that it refl ects a more passive stance. It applies 
to the ambient phenomena experienced by the researcher and not those 
phenomena he or she actively seeks. This approach seemed to align much 
more closely with the worldview I was describing as indirect, particularly 
in terms of the indication of agency. Moreover, the available information 
on Hawaiian ways of learning suggests that Hawaiians relied on observa-
tion and imitation. One learned what one was exposed to of the existing 
body of knowledge while new knowledge was also receives as opposed to 
actively sought with specifi c expectations. The ‘olelo no‘eau “Nana ka 
maka; ho‘olohe ka pepeiao; pa‘a ka waha” (Pukui, 1983, p. 248) mentioned 
earlier in this paper suggests that questions were considered to constitute 
inappropriate behavior in the Hawaiian learning context. It was not, as in 
English learning contexts, considered a learning tool intrinsically available 
to the student. The Hawaiian worldview suggests that the learner is not the 
master of his or her own fate. By extension, this suggests that Hawaiian 
research, as we fi nd in the language, also refl ects a paucity of agency. I ad-
vocate for a new direction in Hawaiian language revitalization that refl ects 
this worldview.

CONCLUSION

Any agent responsible for producing/receiving new knowledge through 
research must necessarily consider the social implications of that research. 
There is a responsibility that attends such work and it applies at multiple 
levels. That is, it transcends the level of content and applies at the meth-
odological level as well. In this case, I am that agent and, as such, I am re-
sponsible for both the content and methodology of my research. Serendipi-
tously, the content of my research itself deals with the responsibilities that 
accrue unto grammatical agents who are indicated as such in Hawaiian. 
Furthermore, within the content of this research, I have claimed that there 
is also responsibility attached to the assignation of agency and it is not the 
same for Hawaiian as it is for English. Pointing at grammatical agents gen-
erally involves placing an individual in the proverbial spotlight. This is quite 
capable of causing an affront to that individual and a level of discomfort 
similar to that caused by an accusatory fi nger. I have claimed that norms of 
language use in Hawaiian call for more indirect indication of agents than 
found in English and that, by comparison, there is a tendency to overpoint 
in English. Violation of language use norms in Hawaiian by making overly 
direct indication of agents can lead to a disturbance of social harmony. It 
does not make sense to work so hard to revitalize Hawaiian if we confi ne 
our attention to grammar and lexicon. I am claiming, and thereby advo-
cating, that proponents of Hawaiian language revitalization also attend to 
Hawaiian ways of speaking. Furthermore, research on Hawaiian language 
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should be conducted in ways that are aligned with Hawaiian worldview. I 
was once asked whether there is room in academia for a dissertation that 
is for all intents and purposes a position paper. If there was no room then, 
there is now—and so it should be.

NOTES

1. Bynon (1977) claimed that language change has been systemati-
cally studied for a period of one hundred years.

2. The idea of speaking one language in another comes from a rumor 
about the famous Russian linguist Roman Jakobson who is alleged 
to have said, “I speak Russian, in seven languages.” (Oller, 2000, p. 
36) Apparently Jakobson had a heavy Russian accent. I have taken 
this idea and expanded it beyond the realm of phonology in order 
to include ways of speaking as, at least in part, implicitly constitu-
tive of one’s ability to speak a language.

3. Agar (1994) claims: “You can’t use a new language unless you 
change the consciousness that is tied to the old one, unless you 
stretch beyond the circle of grammar and dictionary, out of the old 
world and into the new one.”

4. See Pukui and Elbert (1986). See also Warner (1999) for a more 
complete discussion of kuleana.

5. See also Radford (1988) for an extended explanation of noun 
phrase roles.

6. See Ahearn (2001).
7. See Lucy (1992).
8. It should also be noted that this also applies to any act the leg might 

happen to commit.
9. For example, an improperly set broken bone in the leg might re-

quire resetting and an intentional re-breaking of the bone.
10. See Elbert and Pukui (1979) for extended discussion on stative 

verbs in Hawaiian.
11. See Odlin (1990) for a discussion of calquing.
12. The verb “to rain” can be either transitive or intransitive. In this 

example it is intransitive.
13. See University of Hawai‘i (2002). It should also be noted here that 

under the Hawai‘i State Constitution, both Hawaiian and English 
are considered offi cial languages of the State. See State of Hawai‘i 
(1978).

14. This word is defi ned by Pukui and Elbert (1986) as follows: “To 
claim honors not rightfully due, to seek preferment, to aspire to 
the best or to more than is one’s due; to claim to be of higher rank 
than one is” (p. 327).
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15. The word “maha‘oi” can be translated literally as “protruding fore-
head” and gives the sense of butting into someone else’s business.
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